Multi-species sequence comparisons are a very efficient way to reveal conserved genes. Because sequence finishing is expensive and time consuming, many genome sequences are likely to stay incomplete. A challenge is to use these fragmented data for understanding the human genome. Methods for using cross-species whole-genome shotgun sequence (WGS) for genome annotation are described in this paper. About one-half million high-quality rat WGS reads (covering 7.5% of the rat genome) generated at the Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center were compared with the human genome. Using computer-generated random reads as a negative control, a set of parameters was determined for reliable interpretation of BLAST search results. About 10% of the rat reads contain regions that are conserved in the human genomic sequence and about one-third of these include known gene-coding regions. Mapping the conserved regions to human chromosomes showed a 23-fold enrichment for coding regions compared with noncoding regions. This approach can also be applied to other mammalian genomes for gene finding. These data predicted ∼42,500 genes in the human, slightly more than reported previously.
The draft sequence of the human genome provides a huge challenge of how to interpret its biological function (I.H.G.S. Consortium 2001; Venter et al. 2001) . One of the most important and powerful methods for annotation is through comparative genomics. Pioneering studies in mouse-human comparisons show that both coding and regulatory gene regions can be identified through sequence conservation (Lichtarge et al. 1996; Ansari-Lari et al. 1997; O'Brien et al. 1999; Bouck et al. 2000b; Gelfand et al. 2000; Roest Crollius et al. 2000; Wasserman et al. 2000) . The puffer fish, Tetraodon nigroviridis, also provides an excellent data set for comparison with the human (Roest Crollius et al. 2000) . No single crossspecies comparison can identify all elements of interest, and additional data from yet more related genomes are required. In addition, new tools and careful tuning of data search parameters are needed to speed annotation efforts.
A diverse collection of information from the human genome, including genomic sequence, transcripts, protein sequence, and gene function annotation has been stored in various databases (Box 1). One of the best sources for integrated human genomic sequence data is the Goldenpath database, in which human genome draft sequences have been ordered and mapped to individual chromosomes. Several databases have also been established for integrating data from human transcripts, such as RefSeq, the human transcript database (HTDB), and UniGene database (Bouck et al. 2000a; Pruitt and Maglott 2001) . These genomic and transcript-based databases provide the primary resources for in silico exploration of the human genome.
In combination with sequence searching and gene modeling programs, these databases predict 30,000-40,000 human genes (Ewing and Green 2000; Roest Crollius et al. 2000; I.H.G.S. Consortium 2001; Venter et al. 2001) . Less than half of these have been confirmed using rigorous methods, such as large-scale cDNA sequencing or RT-PCR of expressed sequences, therefore there is considerable interest in using newly available cross-species data for validation. Currently one of the fastest primary tools available for performing such large-scale genome comparison is BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) . The relationship between the statistics calculated by the BLAST program and biologically meaningful matches, however, is affected by many factors, such as the size of the database and the evolutionary distance between the two sequences. Furthermore, no theoretical proof has been found for calculating the statistical significance of gapped nucleotide sequence alignment. Therefore, empirical testing and careful tuning of BLAST searches, to establish parameters to distinguish real sequence matches from spurious alignments, is necessary.
In this paper, using rat whole-genome shotgun (WGS) reads, we determined a set of parameters suitable for a mammalian cross-species homology comparison. We also describe a method to identify low-frequency repetitive elements that can otherwise complicate cross-species searching. We conclude that, similar to the mouse, rat WGS reads can be used to analyze most of the genes that are conserved between human and rodents (Bouck et al. 2000b ). The approaches can be applied to other mammalian genomes for gene finding. We estimate that there are ∼42,500 genes in the human, slightly more than reported previously.
www.hgsc.bcm.tmc.edu; National Center for Biotechnology Information [NCBI], URL http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). To develop effective search parameters, a pilot set of ∼20,000 rat WGS reads were first filtered from low-quality data and contaminants, such as mitochondria, Escherichia coli, and phage DNA sequences. Because the rat and human are known to share many common and relatively frequent repetitive elements, we also masked the rat reads for known mammalian repetitive elements using the RepeatMasker program (http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/ cgi-bin/RepeatMasker; A.F.A. Smit and Green, P., unpubl.). The resulting 11,027 filtered reads, with an average read length of 522 bp (phred value Ն20), were used for sequence similarity searches against the UniGene, HTDB, HS3 (representing ∼1 GB of human finished genomic sequence), and the Goldenpath databases. To achieve a relative high sensitivity, the BLASTN program was used with default searching parameters (word size = 11, gap open cost = 5, gap extension cost = 2, mismatch penalty = ‫;3מ‬ see Discussion for details of choosing BLAST parameters) (Altschul et al. 1997) .
A control data set was generated in parallel using random sequences. We took into account rat sequence-specific features, including read length, GC content, and the position of repetitive elements. Random reads with a similar nucleotide composition, length, and masked regions to real reads were generated. This set of random reads was then used in the same battery of sequence similarity searches as the filtered reads to determine the significance of the search results.
Searching results were initially compared on the basis of the BLAST bit score parameter. The distribution of the data generated from the filtered reads and the random reads was very different. Figure 1 shows that the score distribution from the filtered reads against the UniGene database forms a smooth curve that begins at a very high value and gradually decreases to 60 bits. In contrast, the results from the random reads never have a score >60 bits and are generally <50 bits. These results indicate that a hit with a score >60 bits is a significant match.
Similarly, the distribution of the BLAST E-values and alignment lengths were compared between the filtered reads and the randomly generated reads (Table 1) . A dramatic difference was seen when the E-value is <10
‫5מ‬ and the match length is >50 bp. In addition to the UniGene comparison, the same searches were conducted with three other databases: HTDB, HS3, and Goldenpath. Similar results were obtained and we found that the same set of parameters could be used for searching each genomic and transcript database (data not shown).
Based on these results, we classified matches that exceeded the threshold values for all three of these search parameters as strong hits, whereas matches that fulfilled at least one criterion were weak hits. According to this standard, the searching of the Human Phase 3 database with 11,027 reads yielded 9.3% (1030/11,027) strong hits and 6.8% (751/ 11,027) weak hits. In contrast, no strong hits and only five weak hits were found using the same number of random reads. Similar results were observed using the other three databases (Table 2) . Therefore, there is a >100-fold difference in frequency even in the weak hit category, showing that our classification schema, based on these control sequences and BLAST parameters, is highly discriminating.
Filtering Out Potentially Unidentified Repetitive Elements
A critical issue is to distinguish bona fide gene hits from matches to low-frequency repetitive elements. Although only Figure 1 Comparison of the BLAST match score distribution of rat WGS reads versus random reads, and distribution of the top score of matches found when searching the UniGene database. WGS reads are in blue and random reads in red. http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/cgi-bin/Repeat Masker RepeatMasker: A program that screens DNA sequences for interspersed repeats and low-complexity DNA sequences. a few percent of the WGS reads have frequent matches when searching against the genomic databases ( Fig. 2) , the large absolute number of hits generated by these reads will still produce a high background noise. Nevertheless, these reads should not be simply excluded from the analysis based on their hit frequency, as multiple hits from single sequence reads may represent interesting common domains shared by large groups of genes.
To investigate these events, we first grouped reads based on the number of hits found when searching the HS3 genomic database. A plot of the distribution of the number of matches clearly showed a graph that becomes flat after six hits per read, which is therefore used as our cut-off hit number ( Fig. 2A) . We identified a similar number of 12 hits for Goldenpath, five for HTDB, and three for UniGene. Therefore, we consider reads that have more than six matches in the HS3 database abundant reads. Based on these results, we divided all reads into three categories-reads containing unique elements, medium represented elements, and abundant elements. Reads that show only one hit are unique elements. Reads that have more than one match but less than the cut-off number are considered medium represented elements, and reads that have more than the cut-off number of hits are classified as abundant elements and very likely contain repetitive elements. Based on this classification, ∼7.6% and 4.2% of total reads belong to the abundant category when searching against the Goldenpath and HS3 databases, respectively.
To verify the identity of repetitive elements in the abundant class, we tested if these elements also have matches in the transcription databases. We reasoned that reads containing protein family domains will also match many entries when searching transcriptional databases, whereas reads that are nontranscribed, genomic repetitive elements will probably only have a few or even no matched entries in the transcriptional databases, as such repetitive elements are more frequently outside the coding regions. The results of manual checking of matches to the transcriptional databases are shown in Table 3 . Reads that have many hits in both genomic and transcriptional databases most frequently contain domains shared by large gene families. In contrast, reads that have many hits in the genomic database, but only a few in the transcript database, predominantly contain repetitive elements. Examples include known repetitive elements HSAG-1 middle repetitive genetic elements and Human L1 putative reverse transcriptase gene insertion in hamster, which are not in the database of frequent repetitive elements we first used in the RepeatMasker. As shown in Figure 2B , after elimination of reads that probably contain repetitive elements, there are 2423 and 985 unique reads when searching either the Goldenpath or the HS3 databases. Together there are 21% of the 11,027 reads with at least one match in either one of these two genomic databases. Similarly, 3.2% of the reads (355/ 11,027) have matches in either of the two transcriptional databases. Overall, the comparison between the genomic and transcript databases provides an excellent method to eliminate potential repetitive elements.
Comparison between Bulk Rat WGS Reads and Human Genome Databases
Using the parameters and methods defined above, a total of 450,928 filtered rat WGS reads were analyzed (Fig. 3) . As shown in Table 4 , ∼10% of all the reads (45,343/450,928) matched with the Goldenpath database. These reads generated a total of 76,447 matches with an average of 1.7 matches per read. Only 4.2% of all the reads (18,875/450,928) have matches in the HS3 database (with an average of 1.4 matches per read), consistent with the fact that the HS3 database is ‫ן53.2‬ smaller than Goldenpath (1.14 GB vs. 2.68 GB). As expected, most reads that have matches in the HS3 database were also identified in Goldenpath. Only 1210 reads are positive in HS3 but not in Goldenpath, whereas 27,678 reads are unique to searching the Goldenpath database (Table 4) . Because this result was obtained from a large and random data set, we conclude that the Goldenpath database is a more comprehensive source for human genomic sequences and searching of it alone is sufficient. Together we found 46,553 rat WGS reads that matched to the human genome, ∼10.3% of all reads.
The results of searching the Human Transcript Databases have also been examined. As shown in 
86,918) of all the records in HTDB and UniGene, respectively. When we compare these two results, only 626 reads are unique in HTDB, whereas 5164 reads are unique in UniGene database, indicating HTDB is less comprehensive than UniGene. When combined, a total of 13,309 reads have at least one match in the transcript databases, ∼2.95% of the total reads. Most of these reads also have matches in the genomic databases. Only 12% of the reads (1638 /13,309) have matches in the transcript database but not in the genomic databases. This result is consistent with the fact that ∼10% of the human genome sequences have not been included in either of the genomic databases we used. We further examined records that match to many reads, to verify the removal of repetitive elements. As shown in the Table 5 , these records often are members from large gene families, such as ribosome RNA genes, zinc finger proteins, olfactory receptor genes, and homeo-domain-containing genes.
In summary, although only a small percentage of the rat WGS reads contain sequences that are conserved in the human genome (10.3% of all reads), 30% (2.95%/10.3%) of these matches can be mapped to exons, despite the fact that only about half of the genes are believed to be represented in the transcript databases. Therefore, comparison between the rat WGS reads and the human genome is a very fast and effective method to enrich for exon segments and provides a useful route for gene discovery. To analyze the correlation between conserved regions and genes further, we examined the distribution of these matches on each human chromosome using information from the Genome Browser Database. As shown in Figure 4 , the density of the matches on individual chromosomes are plotted. We found that the number of hits is proportional to the size and gene density of individual chromosomes.
Comparison Between Reads from Transcribed and Nontranscribed Regions
To examine the relationship between sequence conservation and gene structure further, we analyzed matches that fall within known genes using the Genie-known gene set in the Goldenpath database. A total of 8290 Genie-known genes were anchored on individual chromosomes and spanned ∼435 Mb. The end points and the intron/exon boundaries of each gene were determined by the alignment between the genomic sequence and the corresponding mRNA sequence. The total length of the 435-Mb region is divided into three categories: 11.9 Mb of coding exons (2.7%), 4.4 Mb of noncoding exons (1%), and 418 Mb of introns (96%), respectively. A total of 14,881 matches were mapped to these genes. Among them, 62% (9228/14,881) contain exons, 36.8% (5469/14,881) of the matches are exclusively in intron regions, and 1.2% (184/14,881) mapped to nontranslated exons. Considering that 62% of matches contain coding regions that only occupy 2.7% of the total sequence, this is a 23-fold enrichment of the translated region in sequences that are conserved between rat and human.
Once a conserved region is identified, it is important to determine whether it contains exons. Previous studies indicated that using appropriate combinations of searching parameters, it is possible to distinguish intron versus exon matches between the pufferfish and the human (Roest Crollius et al. 2000) . We tried to test whether this is true for the rat and human comparison by comparing the match results obtained from reads that contain transcribed regions and those that only match to the intron regions of the known genes. Although this is not a perfect comparison, as the intronic regions of these genes may contain some unidentified exons, we were still able to detect some differences between these two sets of matches. Specifically, as show in Figure 5B , matches in the nontranscribed region tend to have a relatively low score with ∼58% from 50-90 bits. In contrast, matches from the transcribed region tend to have higher score where only 37% are between 50-90 bits. The shift toward stronger matches is also very clear when we compare the length of these matches (Fig. 5A ). Although 48% of the matches from the nontranscribed region is shorter than 80 bp, only 29% matches from the transcribed region are in the same category. These results indicate that conserved transcribed regions are more similar at the nucleic acid level to each other than the conserved nontranscribed regions. The difference, however, is probably not sufficient to distinguish these two types of sequences reliably.
It is likely that the conservation pattern will be different between the coding and noncoding regions in that the coding regions can still be translated into conserved proteins despite nucleic acid substitution. To test this hypothesis, using the TBLASTX program, we performed six frame translations of the matched reads and realigned them with the human genomic sequences. As shown in Figure 5C , although coding region and intronic alignments could not be separated completely, more stringent alignment was detected in coding regions compared with the nucleotide alignment discussed above. We found a clearly different distribution between the coding regions and the intronic regions when increasing the match stringency. For example, 60.3% of the exon matches have >30 identical amino acids, whereas only 35% of the intron matches have the same feature. Similarly, with the match stringency cutoff set at 100 bits, 34% of the exonic alignments These reads all contain domains that are shared by large gene families.
Figure 3
Flowchart of the overall procedure for analyzing conserved regions between rat and human. Raw WGS reads were filtered from low-quality data and contaminants, masked with known mammalian repetitive elements using the program RepeatMasker. The resulting sequences were used to search against several human genome databases. Potential repetitive elements were identified through comparison between genomic matches and transcripts matches. The final match results were analyzed further through integration with other information from the human genome.
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www.genome.org and only 15% of the intronic matches meet this standard. Therefore, a further enrichment of exon matches could be achieved by using the TBLASTX search with the threshold value of 30 amino acids and a score >100 bits. Overall, both nucleotide and amino acid comparison allowed some discrimination of introns from coding regions through the stringency of the search. Unlike the pufferfish comparison, however, it is difficult to completely distinguish exon versus intron matches solely based on the alignment between the rat and the human, becasue intron matches with very long alignment and high scores have been found in our data set. Nevertheless, by combining the nucleic acid and amino acid alignment and carefully choosing match parameters, some enrichment of exon matches could be obtained and up to 80% of strong matches containing exon regions was achieved.
Analysis of Matches Between the Rat WGS Reads and Human ESTs
The results presented above indicate that in addition to the sequence alignment, other information is required to distinguish coding from intron regions among the conserved segments. One valuable resource is human expressed sequence tag (EST) data that, despite contamination with genomic sequences, is a rich representation of expressed genes. Interestingly, we found that rat WGS/human EST matches in the UniGene database have a strong bias toward known genes compared to isolated ESTs. As shown in Table 6A , the known gene clusters average 13-fold more rat WGS read hits compared with the EST-only clusters (0.75 vs. 0.058 match per cluster). These data are consistent with the notion that EST clusters in the Unigene database are relatively gene-poor (Roest Crollius et al. 2000) . In fact, of the total 8744 UniGene entries matched by the rat WGS reads, 54% (4715/8,744) of them are known genes.
Based on results shown above, matches with good alignment at both nucleic acid and amino acid levels are likely to represent exons. Therefore, we reasoned that ESTs likely to contain gene-coding regions could be identified using the rat and human sequence comparison. To test this hypothesis, those 4377 rat WGS reads that contained nucleotide matches with EST clusters in the UniGene database were searched against the Unigene database again using TBLASTX. As shown in Table 6B , we found that 57% of these reads still only match to EST clones after translation and we reasoned that these EST clones were likely to contain exons from unidentified genes. When we examined 10 randomly selected cases that have a bit score >90 (which accounts for 24% of this category), two cases mapped to genes that are not part of the collection in the UniGene database (data not shown). The other eight cases are very good candidates for new genes (Fig. 6) . In fact, when we used these EST clones to search the nonredundant database, several types of evidence were found. First, homologs of some of these EST clones could be found in a third species, such as in mouse (Fig. 6A,B) . Second, in some cases, putative protein homologies were identified in other species, such as Drosophila and Caenorhabdiitis elegans (Fig. 6B) . Third, some of the EST clones could be mapped to a putative coding region predicted by the gene finding programs, such as Genie (data not shown). Therefore, comparison between the rat WGS reads with the human sequence data is potentially a very powerful way to identify EST clones that contain gene-coding regions.
DISCUSSION Statistical Significance of WGS Sequencing BLAST Search Results
To identify parameters that can be used to search human ge- nome sequences with WGS reads from another species, we first generated pseudo-random reads, which could serve as a negative search control. These random reads were generated so that they reflect both the base composition and the known repetitive element positions in real reads. By comparing the search results between these random reads and actual reads, we found that rat/human matches with a BLAST bit score >60, match length >50 bp, and an e-value <10 ‫5מ‬ are extremely likely to represent real cross-species matches. To find relatively weak matches, we also retain hits that satisfy at least one of these three conditions, which can still have a signalto-noise ratio >100:1. Based on these criteria, we found that among 450,000 rat WGS reads, ∼3% contain known transcribed regions that are conserved in the human genome. This result is consistent with the estimation that ∼90% of the genes are conserved between rodent and human and ∼3% of the mammalian genome are coding regions (I.H.G.S.Consortium 2001). Moreover, using this set of parameters, we found that the number of matches obtained are proportional to the size of the database we searched against. For example, the size of the Goldenpath database is ‫ן4.2‬ bigger than that of the HS3 database and we found ‫ן4.2‬ more matches searching against Goldenpath. This indicates that the occurrence of nonspecific matches in our study is low.
Identification of Repetitive Elements
Some WGS rat reads are similar to sequences that appear many times in the human genome. These sequences could be unknown genomic repetitive elements shared by rat and human, or else coding sequences of protein domains shared by gene families and other conserved functional and regulatory elements. We showed it is relatively easy to identify common transcribed gene domain sequences, as these also have matches in transcript databases. It was more difficult to distinguish the other two types of repeat elements-the repetitive elements and other abundant elements that may have roles in processes such as gene regulation, chromosomal structure, etc.
Choosing BLAST Search Parameters
The sensitivity and the speed of the BLAST search are affected by the set the parameters used. One of the most important parameters is the word size. Generally speaking, the larger the word size, the less sensitive the search results, and the faster the search speed. Because we are interested in recovering potential regulatory regions that are conserved between human and rat, we have chosen the default word size of 11 nucleotides. Choosing an even smaller word size will reduce the speed and make the search too expensive. It has been shown that choosing a set of stringent search parameters can exclude intronic matches between human and pufferfish (Roest Crollius et al. 2000) . This is not the case, however, between human and rat, as considerably large amounts of intronic matches between human and rat persist at high stringency. 
Figure 4
The density plot of matches on individual human chromosomes. The ordinate is the number of matches divided by the size of this chromosome in megabases. Therefore, the bigger the value, the more dense the match. The most dense chromosomes are 12 and 22 and the most sparse is chromosome 21.
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To distinguish the real matches and the random matches, we instead decided a cut-off value by comparing the distribution of matches between real reads and simulated reads.
WGS Reads Provide a Potential Resource to Discover Conserved Domains and New Genes
These data indicate that most conserved genes can be revealed through the rat WGS reads and the human genome comparison. About 3% of the WGS reads contain conserved coding regions, consistent with the anticipated percentage of the coding sequence in the human genome. Furthermore, with a coverage of 7.5% of the rat genome, 40% of the known gene entries of the UniGene database and 37% of the HTDB database were identified. This result is consistent with the notion that the recovery rate by random sequences is independent of the size of the database, but determined by the sequence coverage (Ewing and Green 2000) . Based on the rat/human comparison, we can estimate the total number of genes in the human genome. Because 14881 out of 76447 genomic matches are localized to the Genie-known gene set (a total of Figure 5 Comparison of the distribution of score and alignment length between matches from nontranscribed and transcribed regions. Columns in blue represent matches from the nontranscribed region, whereas red columns are matches from the transcribed region. (A) The distribution of the match length of nucleotide alignment. A shift to longer alignment is observed in the matches from the coding region. Similarly, in B, the average score from intron region is also lower than that from the coding region. (C) The distribution of match length of amino acid alignment. A more clear shift to better alignment in the coding region has been seen.
8290 genes), the number of genes in the human genome could be calculated as 42,587 (76447*8290/14881). This estimation disregards the difference in conservation and size between known genes and those unknown genes, and it also assumes that all human genes could be found by the rat/ human comparison. Even with this assumption, this resulting number is slightly higher than the current estimation of number of genes in the human genome, indicating that most if not all of the human genes are conserved in the rat genome. Therefore, most of the entries in the current transcript database can be recovered through the rat WGS reads and human comparison.
Figure 6
Sequence alignment of three different cases between EST and the rat WGS reads. (A) DNA alignment of region conserved in human, mouse and rat. The GenBank entry number for the human EST is AW139193 and the mouse cDNA is AK0055990. (B) Protein alignment of region conserved in human, mouse, and rat. In addition, the putative protein is likely to be conserved in Drosophila and in Caenorhabditis elegans. The letter z in the human sequence indicates a stop codon. The fact that the mouse and rat sequences continue to be very similar to each other before and after this stop codon indicates some sequencing or cloning error in the human sequence. The GenBank entry number for the human EST is BE784449, the mouse cDNA is AK013451, the fly is AAF45939.1, and the C. elegans is AAB53055.1. (C) DNA alignment of region that is only observed in human and rat; no mouse EST has been found. The human EST GenBank accession number is BF028817.
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